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J.D. Power and Associates Reports: 

A Satisfying Website Experience Leads to a Higher Likelihood to Test Drive a Vehicle 

 

Smart Ranks Highest in Overall Satisfaction among Automotive Manufacturer Websites  

 

WESTLAKE VILLAGE, Calif.: 28 January 2013 — New-vehicle shoppers are more likely to test drive a 

vehicle following a satisfying experience on an automotive manufacturer’s website on either a desktop or tablet, 

according to the J.D. Power and Associates 2013 Manufacturer Website Evaluation Study
SM

 (MWES)—Wave 1 

released today. 

 

The semiannual study, now in its 14
th
 year, measures the usefulness of automotive manufacturer websites during 

the new-vehicle shopping process by examining four key measures (in order of importance): information/content, 

navigation, appearance and speed. 

 

The ability of new-vehicle shoppers to find information on a website easily and quickly has a direct impact on 

their decision to continue to shop that vehicle. For example, the study finds that among automotive shoppers on 

desktops who are “delighted” with their experience on a manufacturer’s website (satisfaction index score of 

greater than 900 on a 1,000-point scale), 72 percent are more likely to test drive a vehicle after visiting the 

manufacturer website, compared with only 25 percent of “disappointed” shoppers (satisfaction index score of 550 

or less).  

 

“Finding the right balance of content, ease of navigation and site speed is what ultimately drives new-vehicle 

shopper satisfaction with the website,” said Arianne Walker, senior director of media & marketing solutions at 

J.D. Power and Associates. “Satisfaction with a website increases the likelihood that shoppers will visit a 

dealership and test drive a vehicle.” 

 

In addition to a website that works well across platforms, Walker said the key is for automakers to develop a site 

that is reflective of their brand image and is able to meet the needs of their shoppers. 

 

“While there are some common elements across all websites, each site should have a unique look and feel and 

align with the brand’s image,” said Walker. 

 

The study also finds that tablet ownership has risen 23 percent during the past six months among consumers who 

evaluated a site and is further changing the device mix automakers must accommodate for their online shoppers. 

To accommodate tablet device shoppers, many automakers direct shoppers to a desktop version of their website; 

however, depending on the device and automaker, shoppers may also be directed to a mobile version of the 

website. Overall satisfaction among tablet users who are likely to be directed to a desktop website is 820, 

compared with 798 among those who are directed to a mobile website. In addition, satisfaction is higher across all 

four measures when tablet users utilize a desktop website. 

 



“Shoppers on a tablet are able to access all of the shopping information when they’re directed to a desktop 

website, compared with a mobile site,” said Walker. “However, it is critical that the desktop sites be designed to 

accommodate tablet navigational needs.” 

 

While some shoppers are using their tablet to explore manufacturer websites while they’re on the go, the study 

finds that shoppers are more likely to access automotive information while at home (37%) than while shopping or 

running errands (16%). Regardless of the location where they shop, 92 percent of new-vehicle shoppers who own 

a tablet, or own both a tablet and a smartphone, expect to have the same content available on a desktop website on 

all devices. 

 

“Shoppers want the same content-rich experience, whether they’re on a desktop, tablet or smartphone,” said 

Walker. “The challenge for automakers is creating sites that meet the needs of shoppers across platforms. The 

industry has generally chosen to maintain two sites, rather than a third one for tablet shoppers, reducing the 

burden of maintaining and keeping information updated and consistent across three separate sites.” 

 

The smart brand website ranks highest in overall satisfaction with a score of 845. Jeep ranks second with a score 

of 840, followed by Lincoln (835) and Acura (834). Overall satisfaction with automotive brand websites averages 

812.  

  

The Manufacturer Website  Evaluation Study—Wave 1 is based on responses from 10,006 new-vehicle shoppers 

who indicate they will be in the market for a new vehicle within the next 24 months.  The study was fielded in 

November 2012.  

 

About J.D. Power and Associates 
Headquartered in Westlake Village, Calif., J.D. Power and Associates is a global marketing information services 

company providing forecasting, performance improvement, social media and customer satisfaction insights and 

solutions. The company’s quality and satisfaction measurements are based on responses from millions of 

consumers annually. For more information on car reviews and ratings, car insurance, health insurance, cell phone 

ratings, and more, please visit JDPower.com. J.D. Power and Associates is a business unit of The McGraw-Hill 

Companies. 

 

About The McGraw-Hill Companies 
The McGraw-Hill Companies (NYSE: MHP), a financial intelligence and education company, signed an 

agreement to sell its McGraw-Hill Education business to investment funds affiliated with Apollo Global 

Management, LLC in November 2012. Following the sale closing, expected in early 2013, the Company will be 

renamed McGraw Hill Financial (subject to shareholder approval) and will be a powerhouse in benchmarks, 

content and analytics for the global capital and commodity markets. The Company's leading brands will include: 

Standard & Poor's, S&P Capital IQ, S&P Dow Jones Indices, Platts, Crisil, J.D. Power and Associates, McGraw-

Hill Construction and Aviation Week. The Company will have approximately 17,000 employees in more than 30 

countries.  Additional information is available at www.mcgraw-hill.com. 

 

J.D. Power and Associates Media Relations Contacts: 

John Tews; Troy, Mich.; (248) 312-4119; media.relations@jdpa.com 

Syvetril Perryman; Westlake Village, Calif.; (805) 418-8103; media.relations@jdpa.com 

 

No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the information in this release without the express prior 

written consent of J.D. Power and Associates. www.jdpower.com/corporate 
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NOTE: One chart follows. 
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Charts and graphs extracted from this press release must be accompanied by a statement identifying J.D. Power 

and Associates as the publisher and the J.D. Power and Associates 2013 Manufacturer Website Evaluation 

StudySM—Wave 1 as the source. Rankings are based on numerical scores, and not necessarily on statistical 

significance. No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the information in this release or J.D. Power 

and Associates survey results without the express prior written consent of J.D. Power and Associates. 
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